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hiking washington s fire lookouts amber casali - this new guide to hiking the fire lookouts of washington s cascades and
olympics is the quintessential northwest guide and will appeal to a wide range of hikers, fire lookouts of the northwest ray
kresek 9780877706328 - like many people the author spent several summers atop a fire lookout in the middle of nowhere
he has a thorough list of almost every single lookout that was ever commissioned in or wa and mt which ones are still
around which ones are still operational and which ones were ironically burnt by the forest service, fire lookout tower
wikipedia - a fire lookout tower fire tower or lookout tower provides housing and protection for a person known as a fire
lookout whose duty it is to search for wildfires in the wilderness the fire lookout tower is a small building usually located on
the summit of a mountain or other high vantage point in order to maximize the viewing distance and range known as view
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